
A	Rave	From	The	Grave	by	David	Pennington	

Tamiya	Jaguar	Mk.	II	–	Jack	Sears	Racing	Version.	

 

When I was a lad, motor sport was my passion. I was very lucky to live close to Crystal 
Palace which, at the time, had a motor racing circuit that was noted for the quality of 
drivers that would attend the races. With my best friend, Roger, we would get a 49 bus 
from Streatham Common up to the Palace, as we called it, every bank holiday. According 
to my information, Jack Sears took part in the saloon car race at Crystal Palace on Whit 
Monday in 1962 in a 3.4 Mk.II Jaguar. It is inconceivable that I wasn't there on that day. 
To remember the wonderful times that I had there, it was with great delight that I saw the 
Tamiya Mk.II racing Jaguar up for auction on EBay. I won it with a bid of £22.51 - 
bargain! 
 

 
 

The model is of that same Jaguar that was at Crystal Palace on that Monday. The kit is a 
usual Tamiya kit and goes together without any problems at all. I have changed the way 
that I handle metal finishes. My wife really disliked me using Alclad because the smell 
lingered for hours in our apartment. Recently, my favourite paint manufacturer - Vallejo - 
released a range of acrylic paints that do exactly what Alclad does - give you a finish that 
looks like metal. The other good thing is that, with care, it can be hand brushed to touch 
up. 



 

The first thing I do with any car kit is to remove all of the shiny chrome that they put on 
the wheels and some of the body work. To me, the chrome finish isn't realistic and 
creates problems once the items have been cut off the sprue. This always leaves a small 
area without chrome which is impossible to touch up. I have my trusty can of Mr. Muscle 
Oven Cleaner. I was told, via the internet, to put the sprue into a plastic bag, spray the 
Mr. Muscle into the bag, seal it up and leave it for 24 hours. I have found that is all 
unnecessary. I put out a sheet of metal foil on the kitchen sink. Place the sprue on the foil 
and spray it with the Mr. Muscle. I use a pair of tweezers to turn the sprue over. I have 
found that if you do this and walk away for about 5 minutes, on coming back, all of the 
chrome will be gone. A quick wash and it is done and dusted! 

OK, so I started on the chassis. First off, I put the engine together. I had a look around the 
internet to see if I could do any small bits of enhancement. I found that the obvious thing 
that was missing was the ignition leads. I stripped a short length of flexible wire to get to 
the thin strands inside. A bit of jiggling and super glue and it was in place. 

 

 
 



 
 

Fortunately, the lower part of the engine is hidden so I didn't have 
to attach that end to anything. I gave the chassis a coat of the 
Vallejo Metal Colour Gloss Black undercoat and all of the chassis 
part a coat of steel. 
 

 



 

The chassis is now complete so I am starting work on the interior. 

I am getting on quite nicely with this kit. It is always a joy to return to a Tamiya kit as 
they do make them to go together well. So far, I haven't found anything that needed 
trimming, filing or fettling. Everything has fitted perfectly. In fact, the old adage still 
applies. If a part doesn't seem to fit properly then you have got it in wrong - Tamiya 
almost never get it wrong (I say almost but I really think that they "never" get it wrong 
but that is to definite a statement!). 

I finished the chassis and completed fitting out the interior except for the dash board. The 
real car interior is a mix of red carpet and leather. I decided that I would try and put some 
3d effect into the seats and door cards* by using my Andrea Color Red Paint Set. This is 
actually designed for painting British Army uniforms from the Napoleonic period but its 
five shades let me put some depth into the seats. 
 

 



However, there is one element of the kit that I haven't enjoyed. This involves the decals. 
Well, actually, there are two issues that I have with the decals in this kit. The first is that 
they take a very long time to release from the backing paper. I found that I had to stack 
the decals up in the bowl so that, once the first one was on the go, the others were nearly 
ready. The second issue is with the decals for the nicely varnished wood all around the 
Jaguar cockpit. The wood runs along the top of the doors and is all over the dash board. 
Here is an image of the dashboard as it is at the current time. I still need to finish off the 
painting but it shows you how hard it is to manage all of the little bits of decal that fit 
around the dash detail. Please remember that it isn't meant to be seen this close up. At 
normal distances and buried inside the car, it will look a lot more natural. 

 

 

Obviously, I still have the knobs, switches and the radio/speaker to detail but you can see 
how the decals convert the dash to a wooden one very effectively. I still marvel that they 
didn't strip the car for racing. It really did race with carpets and wooden trim! 

 

I have sprayed the body white and am looking next at putting the metal stripes onto it 
before I give it a coat of Klear. Once that is done, I can decal up the rest of the car and 
follow that with a coat of two pack varnish. All that will be left then is to fit all of the 
chrome parts and the wheels. Cor, I might really finish this soon! 

 

 

 

* Door cards. I have always called them door panels but I have been watching Wheeler 
Dealers lately and Edd China always calls them door cards, so I follow his 
knowledgeable lead. 



I don't know why I don't just create a blog template for what I am going to say now. 

Well, that was a disaster! So, what went wrong? Just about everything that could be 
imagined. You wouldn't believe that I have been making plastic models for 57 years, 
would you? 

OK, so let's go through it step by step. 

1. I spray the body with a good coat of Vallejo white primer. With the addition of some 
varnish, this will be more than good enough. 

2. I then try and find the metal strips that they give you to provide the chrome that Jaguar 
fitted to these bodies. I eventually find the 40mm x 10mm sheet stuck to the carpet at my 
feet. This is a good start. These strips are very stiff metal and are supposed to come away 
from the backing with some glue attached. Well, the first one didn't so that was that idea 
squashed. Now, I have to think of another way to go. 

3. I get out some 1mm masking tape and very carefully go around all of the areas that 
have to have chrome fitted. These areas are around a half of a millimetre wide so it is a 
fiddly job. I then have to fill in all of the rest of the body with tape before I can spray up 
the chrome. I give the body one coat of flat black primer; one coat of gloss black primer 
(as recommended - I find that the new Vallejo gloss black primer doesn't cover very well 
so I put a flat black coat on first). The last coat of Vallejo Chrome goes on and I leave it a 
suitable time before removing the tape and finding that - the black primer has bled 
everywhere below the tape! 

4. I have a brain wave - why not just paint the body black and hand paint the chrome. 
That can't be too difficult can it? Er, Yes! The black goes on fine but I make (as 
expected) a pig's ear of the hand painting! I also forgot that the racing numbers were 
black circles with white lettering so, with a black body, I would have to make my own 
racing numbers - I have been there before. 

5. Back to white then. A quick respray and a decision that I can live without the chrome - 
who would know as everyone expects a racing car to be stripped of non-essentials.  
 
Aside - Jack Sears used to drive this car home after the race. All that was changed from a 
standard Mk.II Jag with a hotted up engine was the racing tyres so the chrome, the radio 
and all of the seats stayed! 

6. I now realise that I have about 2 inches of paint on this body and it looks awful. Time 
to strip the body back to the plastic and start again. It seems that I can peel the paint off 
with my finger nails. That's how thick it is. Here is a picture 



 

 

7. Having got the worst off, I have a good go with MicroMesh and got the body clean 
again.   

 



8. I carefully respray it once again and put the decals on. Three coats of Two Pack result 
in a body that doesn't look too bad so I proceed to add all of the chrome parts, using 
Gator's Grip. I use the same glue to fit the windows but here I am let down by Tamiya for 
once. The fit of the side windows is terrible and I have to have about 10 goes at fitting 
them so that they stay in place. I am also plagued by various chrome bits falling off such 
that I eventually lose the light fitting over the rear number plate!  

9. I have one last go at fitting the offside window in place securely - and get glue on the 
glass!  

By the time that I got it to the club on Thursday, I had also lost one of the chrome wheel 
nuts. I had purchased a sheet of Bare Metal Chrome to try and fit the missing strips but I 
didn't seem to be able to do that to a decent standard so I dropped the idea. 

Repeating all of this at the club made me realise that I have had a torrid time of it with 
this kit and that I felt like throwing it away. It was suggested that I might like to buy 
another kit and have a 2nd go at the body. I did this with my Ferrari 330P but I knew that 
I would only have to confront the same issues once again.  I feel that I have made a really 
good job of the chassis and the interior, as you can see. 

 

 



 

Thus, having brought it home, I have decided to keep it and have put it in my cabinet as a 
split display of the chassis and the body, with the body nicely arranged so that the best 
bits show! 

 

Please note as a final event, the front number plate fell off! 
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